I. INTRODUCTION
We consider the problem of broadcasting topology information (including link costs and up/down status) to all nodes of a communication network. This information, together with a path selection algorithm, can be used by each node to compute preferred paths to all destinations, i.e., to perform routing based on link states. Most link-state routing protocols, including OSPF, are based on flooding [9] , [lo] , [12] . In these protocols, each link-state update is sent on every link of the network. Although flooding is useful in networks with high bandwidth links, it can consume a significant percentage of link bandwidth in networks containing links of relatively low bandwidth, including wireless networks.
The communication cost of broadcasting topology information can be reduced if the updates are sent along spanning trees, but there is additional communication cost for maintaining these trees. The main concern here (which is addressed in this paper) is whether the total communication cost is significantly reduced despite this additional cost. The protocol we present is based on the atended reverse-path forwarding ERPF algorithm [3] , in which messages generated by a given source are broadcast in the reverse direction along the directed spanning tree formed by the shortest paths from all nodes to the source. ERPF assumes an underlying routing algorithm is used by each node i to select the next node pi(w) on the shortest path to each destination (or broadcast source) 2). The node pi (w) then becomes the parent of i on the broadcast tree rooted at source w. Each node informs its parent of this selection, so that each parent becomes aware of its children for each source. A node i receiving a broadcast message originating from source w from its parent pi (v) forwards the message to its children for source w (if it has children). As stated by the authors, ERPF is not reliable when the shortest paths can change due to a dynamic topology. We note that ERPF was designed for general broadcast, not specifically for topology broadcast. In fact, since ERPF is not reliable, the underlying routing algorithm cannot depend on ERPF for topology broadcast.
In this paper, we present a reliable topology broadcast protocol called Topology Broadcast based on Reverse-Path Forwarding (TBRPF). TBRPF combines the concept of ERPF with the use of sequence numbers to achieve reliability, and the computation of minimum-hop paths based on the topology information received along the broadcast tree rooted at the source of the information. Since minimum-hop paths are computed, each source node broadcasts link-state updates for its outgoing links along a minimum-hop tree rooted at the source. (Thus, a separate broadcast tree is created for each source.)
The use of minimum-hop trees instead of shortest-path trees (based on link costs) results in less frequent changes to the broadcast trees and therefore less communication cost to maintain the trees.
TBRPF has the following chicken-egg paradox: it computes the paths that form the broadcast trees using information that is received along the trees themselves. Thus, the path computation and topology broadcast knctions of TBRPF are highly interdependent, and the correctness of TBRPF is not obvious. We prove that TBRPF is correct in the sense that every node knows the correct topology in finite time if no topology changes occur after some time.
TBRPF is a simple, practical protocol that generates much less update/control traffic than flooding in networks with a dynamic topology. It is therefore especially useful in networks that have frequent topology changes and limited bandwidth, including packet radio networks with low-bandwidth links.
We present simulation results that show TBRPF achieves a dramatic reduction in update traffic as compared to flooding. This improvement holds both for networks with point-to-point links and for wireless networks with broadcast links. Reductions of up to 98% were obtained for point-to-point links, and 97% for broadcast links. One reason for the improvement with broadcast links is that, in TBRPF, unllke flooding, the leaves of the broadcast tree need not forward updates. In simulations, we have found that most nodes in a typical multihop radio network (having a diameter between 2 and 6 ) are leaves of a given min-hop spanning tree.
TBRPF can be extended to hierarchical link-state routing, in which the network is divided into areas or clusters. However, in this paper we focus on flat (non-hierarchical) networks. Because TBRPF reduces update traffic dramatically compared to flooding, it reduces the need for hierarchical routing.
Section I1 compares TBRPF to related protocols, Section I11 describes TBRPF, Section IV proves correctness for TBRPF, Section V derives the communication, time, computational, and storage complexities of the protocol, Section VI gives simulation results, and Section VI1 presents conclusions.
COMPARISON TO OTHER PROTOCOLS
Humblet and Soloway [6] also developed a topology broadcast algorithm that builds the spanning trees while the topology information is being broadcast. This algorithm does not use reverse-path forwarding; instead, each node computes its children (instead of its parent) for each source, based on the topology information stored at the node. This algorithm was developed for a fixed topology, but can implemented in a dynamic topology by restarting the algorithm whenever a topology change is detected; however, this incurs additional communication cost and requires a significant time to recover fiom each topology change.
In contrast, TBRPF does not need to be restarted when a topology change occurs. Instead, when a node learns of a topology change that results in a new min-hop path to some source, the node immediately selects a new parent for that source, thus recovering quickly fiom topology changes with minimal communication cost. In addition, the algorithm of [6] for computing children is more complex than the algorithm (breadth-first search or Dijkstra's shortest-path algorithm) used by TBRPF to compute parents.
A reliable version of E M F was developed in [ 111 for the special case of a fixed topology. This algorithm, called the Reliable Routing-Broadcast (RRB) algorithm, combines ERPF with the routing protocol of Merlin and Segall [8] . The important property of the Merlin-Segall algorithm that is used to achieve reliability is that it maintains, at all times, a directed spanning tree rooted at the destination. RRB will not operate in networks with link failures, since it requires messages to be sent to and received fiom the old parent.
The Distance-Vector Multicast-Routing Protocol (DVMRP) [13] is a multicast protocol based on ERPF, and assumes the underlying routing algorithm is a distance-vector algorithm. It is not reliable in networks with a dynamic topology. We note that any unreliable multicast or broadcast protocol can be made reliable by using end-to-end (transport layer) retransmissions. However, in a highly dynamic network, such an approach would result in large delays and increased communication cost due to the retransmitted messages.
A reliable broadcast protocol suitable for networks with a dynamic topology was developed in [ 11. The basic broadcast protocol (BBP) presented in that paper is also based on reversepath forwarding. BBP can be used with an underlying routing algorithm that does not depend on the broadcast capability, but this raises the question of what routing algorithm to use. A distance-vector algorithm can be used, as in DVMRP, but this incurs additional communication cost for passing the distance information. In [ 11, a method is presented whereby the broadcast by itselfconstructs the routing structure rather than receiving the routing structure as an extemal input. This is done by selecting the parent to be the neighbor that "knows" more than other neighbors. However, this method requires additional control messages. In addition, the resulting routing structure can change very quickly, requiring a damping mechanism that is also presented in the cited paper.
By using the topology information received along the broadcast trees to compute the min-hop paths that form the trees, TBRPF automatically obtains a slowly-changing broadcast tree without requiring a damping mechanism, resulting in a simpler protocol with no additional control messages. We note that the method of [ 11 is for the broadcast of general messages, not topology updates, which is why the method does not utilize topology information for computing routes. Our paper focuses on topology broadcast, and so it makes sense to utilize the topology information received along the broadcast trees to construct the broadcast trees themselves. Of course, this topology information can also be used to compute paths subject to any QoS objectives or constraints.
Routing algorithms exist that provide each node with only partial topology information, including the link-vector algorithm (LVA) [5] and optimized link-state routing (OLSR) [7] . These algorithms provide each node with sufficient information to compute a path to any other node. Providing each node with full topology information (as in TBRPF) has the following advantages: it allows computation of alternate or disjoint paths, thus allowing faster recovery fiom failures; and it allows the computation of paths subject to any combination of QoS objectives and constraints. Further study is needed to compare TBRPF to partial link-state algorithms with respect to eficiency and other performance measures.
DESCRIPTION OF TBRPF
This section describes the operation of the TBRPF protocol. We begin with a description of the model representing the topology of the network.
A. Topology Representation and Network Model
The topology of a communication network is represented by a directed graph G = (V, E ) , where V is the set of nodes and E is the set of edges or links. The nodes of the graph consist of switches (or routers) and networks. Each switch and network is assigned a unique identifier (e.g., an IP address). A bidirectional point-to-point link between two switches U and v is represented by two edges (U, w) and (w, U). Each link has a positive cost that can vary in time, and the cost of (U, w) may be different from that of (w, U). Switch U is responsible for reporting the cost and up/down status of each link ( U , w) to neighbors.
We assume that at any time a link (U, w) is up (operational) if and only if the reverse link (w, U ) is up. If link (U, w) fails or recovers, we assume that each endpoint will detect the failure or recovery in finite time (e.g., using hello packets). We also assume that a link layer protocol is used to ensure that messages sent on a link arrive in finite time after their transmission, with no errors and in the same order as sent.
A broadcast network is a network such that any pair of switches attached to the network can communicate directly (e.g., an ethemet or a wireless local area network). A broadcast network can be represented either by assigning a point-to-point link between each pair of nodes attached to the network, or by assigning a pair of links (U, A) and (A, U) for each switch U attached to network A. In this case, the cost of link (A, U) is zero, and while switch U reports the cost of link (.,A), the reverse link (A, U) is implied and not reported.
A multihop packet radio network is not considered a broadcast network, since not all pairs of nodes can communicate directly. In this case, the links are modeled as point-to-point for the topology graph, but TBRPF can take advantage of the ability to send to multiple neighbors simultaneously. In our simulations, we consider both networks with unicast link (point-topoint or receiver-directed CDMA), in which a node must send a separate copy of each message to each neighbor that it wishes to receive the message; and networks that allow (for each message) the option of sending the message to all neighbors on a broadcast link.
B. Operation of TBRPF
We now describe the operation of TBRPF, which is specified in detail by the pseudocode in Section 111-C. A topology update reporting the state of the link (U, w) is a tuple ( U , w, c, sn), where c and sn are the cost and the sequence number associated with the link. We say that node U is the head node of link ( U , w). As noted before, it is the only node that can report changes in parameters of link (U, w). Therefore (u,w,c,sn) received for this link. The components c and sn of the entry for link (U, w) will be denoted T T~( u , V).C and T T~( u , V ) . S~.
2. The list of neighbor nodes, denoted Ni.
The following is maintained for each node STC # i:
Aparent, denotedpi( src), which is the neighbor of i that is the next node on the minimum-hop path from node i to node STC, as obtained fiom TTi.
A list of children, denoted childreni(src), and
The sequence number of the most recent link-state update originating from node STC and received by node i,
The parents pi (src), for all i # STC, form a minimum-hop spanning tree directed toward STC (assuming the protocol has converged). The basic idea of TBRF' F is to broadcast topology updates in the reverse direction along this spanning tree, while at the same time modifying this tree based on the topology information received along the tree.
To focus on the main features of TBRPF, we assume in this section that a time stamp is used for the sequence numbers, and that sequence numbers are unbounded (so that wraparound does not occur). Each link-state update originating from a given node is assigned the current time (measured in eighths of seconds for example) at the node as its sequence number. Thus, the sequence number field is used for both validating and expiring link-state updates. A practical implementation of TBRPF would use bounded sequence numbers combined with periodic updates to avoid wraparound problems.
A node selects a neighbor as the parent for source STC by sending a NEW PARENT(src,sn) message containing the identity of node src and the sequence number s n = sni(src).
A node cancels an existing parent by sending a CANCEL PARENT(src) message containing the identity of the source. Consequently, the set of chldren at a node with respect to node STC is the set of neighbors from which it has received a new parent message pertaining to node STC.
The broadcast of topology information is achieved in the following manner. Any link-state update originating from node STC is accepted by node i if it is received from the neighbor node pi (src) , and it has a larger sequence number than the corresponding link-state entry in the topology table at node i. If accepted, the link-state update is entered into the topology table of node i, and then forwarded to every node in childreni(src) (see the procedures Update-Topology- Table  and Process-Update in Section 111-C).
Whenever its topology table changes, a node recomputes its parent with respect to every source node (see the procedure UpdateParents). This happens when the node receives a topology update, detects the existence of a new neighbor or the loss of connectivity to an existing neighbor, or expires a link-state update in its topology table. Then, if the node detects that its parent for node STC has changed, it sends the following messages. It sends the message CANCEL PARENT(src) to the current (old) parent if it exists. It also sends the message NEW PARENT(src, sn) to the newly computed parent if it exists, where sn = ~~( s T c ) . This is indicative of the "position" up to which node i has received updates from the old parent, and after which the new parent should commence. Upon receiving the NEW PARENT(src, sn) message, the newly computed parent responds with a topology message consisting of all the link states originating from node STC in its topology table which have sequence number greater than sn (see the procedure ProcessNew Parent).
When a node i detects the existence of a new neighbor =NULL (i.e., not defined), chiZdreni(src) = 8, and sni(src) = 0 for every node src. Every node then executes Link-Up to process each link established with a neighbor. We now present a simple example to illustrate the operation of TBRPF under topological changes. In Figure 1 , we focus on source node U and show the direction of the parent nodes for this source. For example, pq(u) = U, and pk(u) = i. Suppose that m i ( . ) = 5 and snk(u) = 5 . When link ( i , j ) fails, node i computes node p as the new parent, and sends a NEW_PARENT(u, 5) message to node p.
Node i also reports the failure of link (i,j) to node k, since k E childreni(i). Similarly, when node k learns of the failed link (i,j), it sends a NEWSARENT(u, 5 ) message to node p and a CANCELSARENT(u) message to node i. In response, node p sends all link states in its topology table originating from node U and having a sequence number greater than 5 to both these nodes. All subsequent topology messages originating at node U and received at node p will be forwarded to nodes in children,(u) (which include nodes i and k).
C. Pseudocode for TBRPF

Process-Update& nbr, in-message)
Update-Topology- is the sequence number of the last update generated by node w. Therefore, by Lemma 1, for all t 1 t*, TTi contains the most recent update that node w generated for each link originating from node w. That is, TTi agrees with T* for all links originating from node w. Since the above argument holds for all pairs i and w that are k + 1 hops apart, and letting tk+l be the maximum t* over all such pairs, the inductive hypothesis holds for m = k -t 1, completing the proof of the theorem.
TTi(i,w).sn t t s ; out-message t ( i , v , T T i ( i , v ) . c , T T i ( i , w
V. COMPLEXITIES OF TBRPF
In this section, we derive the worst-case communication complexity, time complexity, computational complexity, and storage complexity for TBRF' F.
A. Communication Complexity
We define a message unit to be the number of bits in a node ID or a sequence number, whichever is larger. We will derive the worst-case number of message units generated in four cases: a link-cost change, a link going down, a link coming up that does not result in the recovery of a network partition, and a link coming up that results in the recovery of a network partition.
A link-cost change (without a change of upldown status) for link ( U , w) results in an update sent on each link of the min-hop reverse path tree rooted at node U , resulting in O( IVl) message units. No new parent or cancel parent messages are generated.
This compares to O( /El) for flooding.
Next suppose the link ( U , w) and the reverse link (w, U ) fail. For each node i, only one of (U, w) and (w, U ) can be on the min-hop tree MHTi computed by node i, implying that node i may need to select a new parent for source U or source w but not for both. Node i will receive the update for each link (U, w) and (w, U) either from the old parent for U or w (which may result in the selection of a new parent for the other source), or from the new parent. Therefore, each node will receive two updates, resulting in a total of 2(VI updates or O( IVl) units sent over all links. In addition, since either ( U , w) or (w, U) but not both may belong to MHTi, each node may send a new parent message and a cancel parent message that include up to IV) sources, or a total of O(lVlz) units for new parent and cancel parent messages. Therefore, the worst-case communication complexity for a link failure is O(lV12), which compares to O(lE1) for flooding. However, on average the parent will change for only a small fraction of node pairs (i, U ) , and so we expect (and observe in simulations) that the average communication complexity is much smaller than this.
If the links (U, w) and (w, U ) come up, and this does not result in the joining of two components of a partitioned network, the worst-case complexity is similarly O( [VI2) . Again, we expect the average complexity to be much smaller than this.
Finally, suppose that the links ( U , w) and (w, U) come up, and that this connects two components A and B of the network that were previously disconnected. We first comment that if the links ( U , w) and (w, U) were down for only a short time, so that the nodes in A still know the correct states of links originating from nodes in B (and vice versa), then the only updates that need to be broadcast are the ones for links (U, w) and (w, U). In the worst-case, the nodes in A do not know the current state of any link originating from a node in B (and vice versa) . In this case, the state of every link on each side of the partition must be broadcast to all nodes on the other side along a tree, resulting in O ( l~l l V l ) message units. This compares to O((EI2) for flooding, since each link on one side of the partition must be sent over each link on the other side.
B. Eme Complexity
We define time complexity to be the maximum time required for the protocol to converge (so that each node knows the correct topology and knows its parents and children for all sources), where we define a unit of time to be the maximum difference between the time a message A arrives at node i and the time a resulting message B arrives at a neighbor of node i.
Before examining the four cases considered for communication complexity, we consider the general case addressed by Theorem 1. That is, we assume there is a time to after which no further link-state changes occur. From the proof of Theorem 1, it is clear that the difference between t k and t k + l is at most the time required for all nodes to send a number of new parent messages and to receive the update messages that were sent by the new parents in response. Therefore, since k can be For the case of a link failure, it can be seen from the discussion of communication complexity that the maximum time to converge is at most D + 2, where the additional 2 units of time may be required for some nodes to send a new parent message and receive an update in response. For a link recovery that does not result in a partition recovery, the maximum time to converge is similarly D + 2.
Finally, suppose that the links (U, v) and (v, U ) come up, and that this results in the joining of two network components A and B that were previously disconnected. In the worst case, the nodes in A have no knowledge of the states of links in B. In this case, node U (in A) would first send a new parent message to v for source v and in response would receive an update from v for links originating from v; node U would then send a new parent message to v for all sources in B that are 2 hops away and in response would receive an update from v for links originating from these nodes; etc. This process of sending a new parent message and receiving a response will be repeated at most D times, resulting in a maximum time to converge of 2 0 time units, the same as for the general case.
C. Computational and Storage Complexities
For each update received, a node must compute a minimumhop spanning tree for the topology stored at the node, which requires O(lE1) time using breadth-first search (BFS). Parents can be computed during the execution of BFS with no additional time requirement. None of the procedures of TBRPF require more than O(lE1) time, which is therefore the computational complexity per received update. TBRPF is a topology broadcast algorithm and does not compute paths based on link costs. An additional path selection algorithm would be needed to compute paths based on the link costs stored in TTi.
For example, Dijkstra's shortest-path algorithm, which runs in O(IEllogIVI) time, could be used to compute shortest paths.
The main storage requirements are for the topology table, parent assignment, and children assignment. The topology table at each node contains I E l entries, one for each link. (U, sn(u) ) for all U, where sn(u) is the sequencenumber ofthe most recent update generated by U that has been received; each node then responds by sending the other node only updates ( U , v, c, sn) such that sn is larger than the sequence number sn(u) received from the other node (i.e., updates that are more recent than those known by the other node).
A. Communication Cost
The following network model was used to measure communication cost. Twenty nodes are initially placed randomly in a unit square. Each node moves in a random direction with maximum distance DELTA every 0.1 s, where DELTA is either 0.001 (slow,movement) or 0.004 (fast movement). A link can exist between two nodes only if they are within distance RADIUS of each other, where RADIUS is either 0.3 or 0.5.
The average number of links for RADIUS equal to 0.3 and 0.5 were 126 and 240, respectively. Network partitioning occurred frequently with RADIUS equal to 0.3. The simulation time of each experiment was 3600 s. Periodic updates were not used.
The size of each link-state update (U, v, c, sn) is assumed to be the same (40 bits) for all protocols: 8 bits for each of U , v, and cy and 16 bits for sn. (These numbers were chosen to be small for wireless networks with very limited band-width.) Correspondingly, the size of a NEW PARENT(u, sn) and CANCEL P " T ( u ) message is assumed to be 24 bits and 8 bits, respectively.
The cost C(U, v) of link (U, v) is assumed to be proportional to the distance between U and U, and to be equal to infinity if this distance is greater than RADIUS. A link-cost threshold of 20% was used, so that a link-cost was updated only if it changed by at least 20% from its last stored value.
To model the random link delays of a typical asynchronous network, a message sent by a node i at time t is assumed to arrive at the neighbor of i at time t + T, where T is a random number between 0 and 0.1 s. The average link delay is therefore 0.05 s. The time required to process a message is assumed to be negligible. We considered two transmission models. In the first model, we assume that the network has only unicast links (point-topoint links or receiver-directed CDMA), so that a node must send a separate copy of each message to each neighbor that it wishes to receive the message. For this model, the average amount of update/control traffic per link measured in bits/sec is given in Table I .
In the second model, we assume that a node has the option of sending each message to all neighbors simultaneously on a broadcast link. This option improves efficiency if the same update is to be sent to several neighbors. For this model, two different transmission rules were used, each with a corresponding measure. The first rule uses the broadcast option if the update has at least two intended receivers, and otherwise uses the unicast (receiver-directed) option. For this rule, Table I1 gives the average amount of updatelcontrol traffic per node for broadcast transmissions, unicast transmissions, and the sum of these two, measured in bitslsec.
The sum of broadcast and unicast transmissions, although a useful measure, does not represent the fact that broadcast transmissions are more costly than unicast transmissions, in the sense that several neighbors must spend time receiving the transmission (during which time they could be communicating with other nodes). Therefore, the second measure for the second model is the average amount of update/control traffic per node that is sent or received, which is also given in Table 11 . For a given message, let k be the number of intended receivers (e.g., the number of children in TBRPF), n the total number of neighbors, and [MI the size of the message in bits. Then unicasting the message separately to the k intended receivers would result in 2kJMI bits sent or received (by any node), and broadcasting the message simultaneously to all neighbors would result in (n + 1)IMI bits sent or received. Therefore, to minimize this measure, the second rule uses the broadcast option if n + 1 5 2k, and otherwise uses the unicast option.
For the unicast model, we see that TBRPF achieves a 9 1 % to 98% reduction in communication cost compared to Flooding1 , and a 90% to 97% reduction compared to Flooding2. This dramatic improvement can be explained as follows. First, flooding sends each update on roughly every link of the network, while TBRPF sends each update only on a spanning tree. For RA-DIUS = 0.5, the average number of links in the 20-node net-611.5 1 57.0 I For the broadcast model, both versions of flooding generate the same amount of broadcast traffic, but Flooding2 generates much less unicast traffic than Floodingl. (This is expected, since the topology information exchanged when a link comes up is unicast traffic.) As a result, Flooding2 performs about 40% better than Flooding1 with respect to the first measure (the sum of unicast and broadcast traffic). However, since the second measure (which includes both sent and received traffic) weighs broadcast traffic more than unicast traffic, Flooding2 performs only 10% to 15% better than Flooding1 with respect to this measure.
The main advantage of TBRPF over flooding in the broad- cast model is that in TBRPF, a node that is a leaf of the broadcast tree rooted at the source of a receivedupdate (i.e., that has no children) does not forward that update; and a node that has only one (or a few) children can unicast the update (to minimize the second measure). The average number of leaves of the min-hop trees for RADIUS equal to 0.3 and 0.5 were 13.6
and 16.5, respectively. We would therefore expect the advantage of TBRPF to be greater for the second measure (since it gives more weight to broadcast traffic), and the results confirm this. For the fmt measure, TBRPF performs 85% to 93% better than Floodingl and 72% to 87% better than Flooding2. For the second measure, TBRPF performs 89% to 97% better than Floodingl and 88% to 97% better than Flooding2.
B. Convergence Time
Simulations were conducted to measure the average time to converge following four events: link failure, link recovery, node failure, and node recovery. (Because the protocol may never converge in a network with constantly moving nodes, we could not use the same scenario as for measuring communication cost.) In these experiments, nodes are initially placed randomly in a unit square, but do not move. For one set of experiments, each link was made to fail and then recover, one at a time. For a second set of experiments, each node was made to fail and then recover. After each topology change, the time for the protocol to converge was measured as the time between the first message sent and the last message received. Each experiment was repeated for 20 random topologies to obtain results that do not depend on a single topology.
The results are given in Table III . Version 1 of flooding was used. Since the average link delay is 0.05 s, the convergence time can be expressed in number of hops by dividing by this number. TBRPF had sigdicantly better recovery time than flooding for link failure and link recovery and about the same as flooding for node recovery. The only case where flooding performed significantly better than TBRPF is for node failure with RADIUS = 0.5, where TBRPF required 37% more time on average than flooding.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We presented a new protocol (TBRPF) for the efficient, reliable broadcast of topology and link-state information in a multihop communication network with a dynamic topology. We also proved its correctness, derived its worst-case complexities, and presented simulation results that compare TBRF'F to versions of flooding with respect to average communication cost and convergence times.
In simulations, TBRPF achieved a dramatic reduction in average communication cost compared to both versions of flooding, especially in the unicast (point-to-point or receiverdirected) model and in the broadcast model when both sent and received traffic were counted. In the broadcast model, one advantage of TBRPF is that the leaves of a broadcast tree need not forward updates; and simulations showed that most nodes in a typical multihop radio network are leaves of a given minhop spanning tree.
One potential drawback of TBRPF is that its worst-case convergence time is 20, twice that of flooding. However, in simulations, there was only one event for which the average convergence time of TBRPF was significantly greater than that of flooding.
We discussed the advantages of algorithms (including TBRPF) that provide each node with complete topology information, compared to algorithms (including LVA and OLSR) that provide each node with only part of the network topology. Further study is needed to compare TBRF'F to partial-topology algorithms with respect to communication cost and other performance measures.
